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Are you still planning the roadmap without customer evidence?


Is your team spending too much time on back and forth with website issues? 


Tired of using different tools to collect and manage feedback?


Do you need qualitative feedback to validate customer preferences?




Usersnap helps your team…

Collect feature requests and UX 
feedback from customers to help you 
plan the roadmap with confidence.



Rate and validate prototypes or new 
product versions with visual in-app 
feedback tool.



Test and troubleshoot faster with 
annotated screen captures, user 
environment data and console log.

Streamline all feedback in one 
dashboard or integrate existing project 
management tools.


Design

Engage Build

Ship

Collect requests

Rate the experience

Ask about improvements Test & collaborate

Engage Build

Ship

Collect requests

Rate the experience

Ask about improvements Test & collaborate

Engage Build

Ship

Collect requests

Rate the experience

Ask about improvements Test & collaborate



Usersnap is

Suitable for non-technical teams


User-friendly for your customers


Quick to set up on your product (less 
than 5 mins to copy and paste a 
global code)


Easy to customize and configure


No onboarding or training required 
(but if you need personal assistance 
our team is always ready to help)


Interview confirmed

Company plan

Fe
ed

ba
ck

@kim found a bug here

2Jira-4435

Amazing tool

Ambassador

Font weight is wrong

Dev channel 3



What can you achieve 
with Usersnap?
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Usersnap allows us to get feedback more often 
and precise. This really helps us to iterate faster 
on our design community's needs.

Visual and contextual feedback helps us to 
keep QA resolution time to under 5 minutes 
per ticket. No more follow-up questions on 
bug reports. 

Product managers @Canva Technical support@TBK creative

It’s dead simple: users just click and drag to 
submit an issue. For a product that runs in 
over 60 languages this is a game changer. 

Customer success @Content share

Our marketing website team scaled up 
internal exchange with more than 2000 
employees across the world. Now all 
stakeholders can easily give feedback.

Marketing @Dynatrace



Source: Forbes 2020


Customer-centric businesses are 
60% more profitable than 
companies making decisions based 
on C-suit’s “gut-feeling”.



86% of customers will pay more for 
products and services with better 
customer experience.

Customer feedback has been a terrific 
source of new ideas and helped to uncover 
pain points that led to improvements on our 
booking and payment systems.

Customer feedback @Hawaiian

https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/09/07/how-to-prove-the-roi-of-customer-experience/?sh=386295ab67f4


How it works?
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Proactively ask for feedback. 

Or be a quiet and reliable listener  ;)




The menu widget displays all your smart 
feedback and support options. Without 
interrupting the user experinece, you can still 
collect urgent issues & amazing suggestions 
on your website and app. 


Direct your customers to their preferred 
feedback option or offer your live support 
chat and documentation pages.

Streamline feedback 
and support

Feature request 
Have any suggestions?

Rate your experience 
Let us know how we 
can improve.

Report a bug 
Something is broken? 
Let us know!

onlingo

Have issues?

Report a bug 
Something is broken? 
Let us know!

Help

Check out our help page 
or request support

Re
po

rt
 a
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How can we help?



Actively engage with customers to get more feedback. 
From the visual bug tracking widget to NPS and CSAT 
microsurveys, you can collect all sorts of feedback to 
help you fully understand your customers.


Increase engagement with various 
feedback types

Send feedback

How’s your experience so far?

onlingo

You’ve signed up for 3 months now and 
we’d like your feedback. Got 5 minutes?

Start SurveyDismiss

Welcome back!

Powered 
by

I am happy to do a user interview too

Let us know in a few words

Send

What’s your #1 outcome with us?



Run multiple feedback widgets with just one source of 
code. Set display rules for URL targeting and behaviour 
event triggers on our no-code project interface. Improve  
engagement rates of feedback pop-ups and surveys.



One-off installation and flexible targeting
Page path Contains myapp.com/login

Audience Logged in users

Trigger API event

if dismissed Show again after 14 days



Feedback with context is 
way more actionable
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Annotate and comment 
directly on the screen

Users can capture screenshots and videos 
with the widget directly in your application.  
You can clearly see what needs fixing and 
resolve and reply to customers faster. 


The annotation toolbar provides comment 
pins, multi-color drawing pens, highlight 
boxes, arrows and blackout functions. 


For protected site, get accurate and secure 
screenshots with native browser screen 
captures instead the standard rendering 
technology.

Premium features 

Enter celebrity name

There’s a typo here

Delete

1

Can we make the icon black?

Delete

2



Usersnap’s dashboard offers you and your 
team to group and filter the feedback with 
labels, prioritize with upvotes, and assign 
or mention the right team members for the 
right tasks. 



Reply to an external feedback reporter 
from the dashboard or via Zendesk or 
Intercom integration. The customer can 
follow up by email or  accessing a public 
feedback board. 


Making smarter decisions 
with feedback

Website update › #34

I am loving the labels feature and using it extensively.  However, the default text on a label is white

Bug

Beta testing › #32

Login is not working from mobile

Login issue

Feature request › #415

Asana integration would be great

Request

Integration request › #213

More filters please

Acceptance testing › #40

The page is not responsive

Website update › #38

This paragraph is unclear, otherwise love it!5

Schedule interview › #41

Tori accepted 

Integrations › #13

Integration failing

Smiley rater › #347

Would love orange labels5

Internal bug tracking

Acceptance testing website

Customer use case interviews

Sales demo

Copy feedback link

Send to integration

Move to project
 · Jan 27, 2021keva@hej.gov

· Jan 28, 2021ba@sew.org

 · Jan 25, 2021wahu@emedu.io

 · Jan 23, 2021ninba@vogdeb.co.uk

 · Jan 23, 2021riofse@ahi.com

· Jan 22, 2021baba@gu.io

· Jan 23, 2021la@rizvit.io

· Jan 23, 2021zufre@monpu.net

· Jan 22, 2021fu@bihkip.edu

2184 feedback items in your inbox



Automatically receive 
tech context

Reduce back and forth with developers and 
customers. Each ticket has metadata 
attached (URL, browser info, console logs) to 
help you fix issues faster.

Premium Features 
You can also fetch custom user data, like 
product version and customer cohort. 


Login not working

1Jira-4435

Time


Location


Browser


Browser Size


Screen Size


2020-09-16T23:59:58.75



Chicago, USA 


Chrome 72 (macOS Mojave)



1680 × 1050



1920 × 1080




Flexible use cases with 
custom form builder 

Personalize the questions and toolbar for your 
specific product and needs. Feedback fields 
include rating scales, short/long answers, 
checkboxes, attachments and others.


Custom branding and translation strings can 
be applied.


Full control with REST API 
Make the widget and form 100% your brand’s 
design. Usersnap’s public REST API allows you 
to style the feedback tool however you wish.



Premium Features 

How can we improve?

Leave a comment

Subject

Submit

How happy are you with our product?

onlingo Earn $20 worth of Amazon voucher for a 
few minutes interview with us

Schedule InterviewDismiss

Have a few minutes?

I understand the terms and conditions

How happy are you with our product?

Rate your experience

Submit

How could we improve?
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Attachment

Drag & drop or Browse



Managing feedback is a fun & 
collaborative process
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All the data at your disposal

Premium features 
Usersnap’s statistic cards provide a quick insight to your 
customer feedback trends.


To perform more in-depth analysis, export the raw data to Power 
BI, Tableau or other analytic tools.


Uninterrupted workflow with 
integrations and webhooks

Usersnap works seamlessly with thousands of applications.


Connect your enterprise software with Usersnap via a custom 
infrastructure. Send feedback items as MIME multipart 
file-upload to your URL.

Premium features 

Microsoft Teams



Communication is king

Usersnap’s public board offers you to make communication with 
your users or external stakeholders more transparent.


Let customers see and track their suggestions by publishing the 
feedback list at no additional cost. The board can be accessed 
by email authentication. Commenting, upvoting and watching are 
possible to keep customers in the know of your progress.


Always stay on top of VoC 

View and respond to feedback on-the-go with Usersnap’s mobile 
app (beta). Download the feedback management mobile app on 
Apple’s app store or Google play store. 


Foster effective improvements and make wiser product decisions 
by keeping up with customers’  needs.


Feedback No.29

How do you create a direct mail advertising?

Dec 29, 2020 · · 21

Feedback No.30

Our team is using MS teams for communication, would 
be awesome if we could forward feedback items...

Dec 29, 2020 · · 31

DONE

3

0

Feature requests 2020 + Add feedback

Feature request › #546 a minute ago

Filtering by time would be useful

Improvement

Bug tracking › #286 11:36 AM

Can’t subscribe to company plan

Subscription bug

Inbox

Search for feedback



What successful companies 
say about Usersnap
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 From marketing and CX teams measuring CSAT 
(customer satisfaction) to the web development and QA 
teams managing 80+ test scenarios for a new release. 
Hawaiian Airlines drives (and flies) improvements and 


growth with a customer-centric approach. The easy to 
use platform enables more opportunities for collecting 
customer feedback. And the streamlined workflow makes 
consolidating and triaging requests and issues a 
delightful process.


Doubled customer feedback for Hawaiian Airlines’ 
booking website and general services.

Feed
back



The award-winning e-learning platform with its wide 
range of applications relies on Usersnap to make 
technical support, issue tracking and beta testing 
manageable. Their users adapted to sending Usersnap 
feedback  easily and love the visual, instant 

and intuitive aspects of the tool.  As a fully remote team, 
the designers, developers, marketers and 
customer-facing teams highly appreciate Usersnap to 
help them collaborate impeccably and share knowledge 
seamlessly. They also leverage integrations, such as Jira 
and Slack, to automate the feedback loops. 



Pocket Prep reduced beta testers’  feedback 
submission time from 10 mins to 1 min per ticket.

Fe
ed

ba
ck



Companies collecting feedback 
with Usersnap



Frequently asked

questions
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How does Usersnap store feedback and user data? 
The Usersnap software and all its services are hosted and 
managed within the European AWS’ (Amazon Web Services) 
secure data centers. These centers all come with certain 
certifications:


- SOC 1 and SOC 2/SSAE16/ISAE 3402


- ISO 27001


We use Amazon's hosting locations EU-west-1 (Dublin, Ireland) 
and EU-central-1 (Frankfurt, Germany). All services are only 
accessible from our Virtual Private Cloud (AWS VPC).


What are the payment methods? 
We offer monthly and yearly subscriptions. We accept payments 
via credit card such as VISA, MasterCard, and American Express. 
For premium and enterprise plans, we also accept bank transfers 
for yearly payments. If you need specific custom terms 
according to your organization, please talk to a sales 
representative for the enterprise account.


Is it GDPR compliant? 
Usersnap is GDPR and CCPA compliant, we have policies in 
place for LogsAuthentication, encryption and data segregation 
and backups. Security and protection of your and your 
customers’ data are important to us.


Would Usersnap slow down my site? 
Usersnap loads asynchronously and does not impact your page 
loading and rendering time. Additionally, we are using a strong 
CDN to ensure the best user experience.


Can I install Usersnap on-premise? 
Yes, you may have to require users to be authenticated for using 
protected sites and firewalls. But if you want to install Usersnap 
on your own servers, we are really sorry, to maintain security at 
the highest level we use exclusively ISO 27001 and SOC-2 
certified hosting centers.


For more answers please visit our  or  
contact us.


help page

FAQ’s

https://calendly.com/usersnap-demo/meet-soon
https://calendly.com/usersnap-demo/meet-soon
https://help.usersnap.com/docs/usersnap-faq


Wanna learn more? Usersnapians are always happy 
to help and give you a personalized demo. 

Schedule a meeting

https://usersnap.com/lets-schedule-a-demo-call

